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PADT Expands its Operations in New Mexico With the Addition of 3D Printing Talent and
Services
New 3D Printing Field Service Engineer Brings Exceptional 3D Printing Tooling and End-Part Production
Skills and Knowledge to the Region
TEMPE, Ariz. - Oct. 14, 2020 - PRLog -- PADT, the Southwest's leading provider of numerical
simulation, product development, and 3D printing products and services, today announced 3D printing
expert Art Newcomer is relocating from the company's Colorado office to its long-standing New Mexico
facility, located in Sandia Science & Technology Park (SS&TP). The move comes on the heels of PADT's
expanded capabilities and services in 3D printing and numerical simulation in California and Texas.
Combined, these recent moves bolster the company's ability to serve the growing region.
"Art has done a fantastic job supporting our Colorado customers and has been a significant contributor to
our growth in the state," said Ward Rand, co-founder and principal, PADT. "As a member of the PADT
support team, he will continue to serve Colorado customers. Art's move to New Mexico simply expands his
impact on a region that has seen a significant acceleration of 3D printing adoption, making his extensive
knowledge and talents a real asset there moving forward."
Newcomer has been serving PADT's 3D printing customers for five years, and has nearly 20 years of
experience as a field service engineer across different technologies and sectors. In his role at PADT, he
applied his talents to help customers install, maintain, and repair their Stratasys additive manufacturing
systems across a wide variety of industries including aerospace, defense, medical, and industrial.
PADT's growing customer base in New Mexico has expanded the application of proven Stratasys 3D
printing technologies to include more tooling and end-part production. The National Labs in New Mexico
were pioneers in the application of 3D Printing and PADT has been proud to work with them over the years
as they increase their efforts and find new applications for the technology.
"I'm looking forward to taking on a new challenge in New Mexico where PADT has served for many
years," said Newcomer. "The growth of 3D printing investments in the region provides us with a great
opportunity to use our hard-earned expertise to educate customers on how to best implement the technology
and to keep their systems operating at peak performance"
To learn more about PADT's services in New Mexico as well as its continued expansion throughout the
Southwest, please visit www.padtinc.com.
About PADT
PADT is an engineering product and services company that focuses on helping customers who develop
physical products by providing Numerical Simulation, Product Development, and 3D Printing solutions.
PADT's worldwide reputation for technical excellence and experienced staff is based on its proven record
of building long-term win-win partnerships with vendors and customers. Since its establishment in 1994,
companies have relied on PADT because "We Make Innovation Work." With over 90 employees, PADT
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services customers from its headquarters at the Arizona State University Research Park in Tempe, Arizona,
and from offices in Torrance, California, Littleton, Colorado, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Austin, Texas,
and Murray, Utah, as well as through staff members located around the country. More information on
PADT can be found at www.PADTINC.com.
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